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In this month’s Derail we will have several tributes to Gus Freitag.  I can’t think of a better tribute to Gus and his 

legacy to the model railroad community than to describe his life’s work …The G&G Model Shop.  

The history of the G&G Model Shop is very well documented on their website and if you have not visited the site, I 

highly recommend it. G&G claims to be the “oldest hobby shop in Texas” and I can’t see how that could be wrong. 

The only two real contenders in recent years would have been G&G and Hall’s Hobby Shop in Dallas.  Both opened 

for business shortly after World War II.  Since the founders of both shops are no longer with us, one would have to 

go into some ancient business or tax records to see who actually opened their doors first.  But the point is moot as 

Hall’s Hobby Shop closed several years ago leaving G&G in sole possession of the claim of being the oldest hobby 

shop in the state.  

Gus has been associated with G&G Model Shop since 1946. According to the eulogy delivered by his son, Derwood, 

Gus began working part time as the “Repair guy” at G&G shortly after returning from the US Navy at the end of the 

War, while keeping his day job at a Houston bank. A short time later Gus transitioned to a full-time employee at 

G&G and remained so until he and wife Rhoda purchased the shop in the 1960’s.  

Besides being a well-run and well-stocked hobby supply store G&G has always had another key ingredient missing 

from the modern discount or “big box” stores ---- ambiance.   If you visit the web site and click on the customer’s 

stories link, you will find testimonial after testimonial that refer to the friendly service and relaxed atmosphere of an 

“Old Fashioned Hobby Shop”.  Gus and all the folks at G&G made sure the new-comer as well as the old timers in 

the hobby felt welcome and were well served.  The friendly service that many business establishments claim, and few 

really deliver, accounts for the Shop’s loyal customer base over 70 years.  

I first visited G&G Model Shop in 1978 shortly after moving to Houston. It’s hard to imagine now but 40 years ago 

there were no Google Maps or search engines to find a business or address. Even the Key Map was new then, so the 

$1.00 City maps sold at the gas station or Walgreens was it. Finding Bellaire Roundhouse was relatively easy, 

(Bellaire Blvd. was a long and well-known street). The same goes for John’s Hobby Shop at the corner of 

Westheimer and Drexel. But G&G was located on Times Boulevard, a very short street not easily found on those 

folded dollar maps. Besides, Times Boulevard must be “downtown” with a name like that.  So, imagine my surprise 

that when I finally located the hobby shop on Times, it was within walking distance of my house!!!  

Over the next 40 years I would visit G&G Model shop hundreds of times, my favorites being on Thursday evenings 
when the shop stayed open late. The atmosphere was always relaxed and friendly and the conversations excellent. I 
have included several photos borrowed from the G&G site with the Freitags’ permission. (There are many more on 
the website). Most of these are exterior shots of the shop over the years.  But my favorite is the interior shot taken 
from the front door of the Time Blvd. location. The full row of Athearn “Blue Box” kits and the row of hanging 
Design Preservation and Woodland Scenics kits date the photo from the late 1970’s or 1980’s. If I had a dollar for 
every time I walked through that door and was greeted by Gus behind the counter I could have retired early, or at 
least bought a few more brass engines.  Thank you to Gus, Rhoda and the Freitag family for providing the hobby 
community in Houston with a home base for over 70 years.                                                                       
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    A Visit to the Hobby Shop   By Robert Barnett 

 

George Morrison the founder of 
G&G Model Shop moved the shop 

to this location in 1948, on Isabella 
Street just off Almeda Road (at that 

time SH 288). 

All Photos courtesy of                     

G&G Model Shop 

This classic image of the front façade of G&G dates 
from the early 1950’s. It is in the Rice Village on 

Times Boulevard. 
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    A Visit to the Hobby Shop   By Robert Barnett 

 

Perhaps the images that most current readers will recognize. 
The façade of the shop in later years with the iconic G&G 

Model Shop Sign and Gus in the Shop 

The View from the Front Door at the 
Times Boulevard Store 
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Gus At Texas State Railroad                
Photo submitted by Virginia Freitag 
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    A Tribute to Gus Freitag   By Al Partlow 

On March 21st of this year we lost one of the truly remarkable members of our model railroad community 

here in Houston.  My memories of Gus go back over sixty years and over that time I got to know Gus and the 

Freitag family through a wide variety of experiences, some of which I will share with you in this writing. 

While Gus was known to most of us through the G&G Model Shop or his model railroad, Gus was much 

more than just those things.  He was part of the “greatest generation” as was evidenced by his enlistment in 

the United States Navy in 1944, while World War II was still raging throughout the world.  He served on the 

USS Alabama where he attended annual reunions for most of his life.  Gus was also a husband, father, 

brother and, most importantly, a very special friend to you and me. 

I first met Gus as a young boy just beginning the hobby of model railroading that we have all come to enjoy 

over the years.  Gus was the one that introduced me to HO scale modeling and I knew once I became 

involved that I was “hooked”.  The G&G Model Shop in the Rice Village was the premier hobby shop in 

Houston beginning in the 1950s.  Gus always made me feel welcome and was always glad to share his 

extensive knowledge of model trains with me.  I am sure all of my countless questions were ones he had 

heard many times before, but he always treated them with patience and understanding.  I always appreciated 

the way he responded to me and kept me coming back to the store, sometimes several times a week, as I was 

building my first HO scale model railroad.     

As I continued to enjoy the hobby through my school years and adulthood, I regularly visited the G&G and 

maintained my relationship with Gus.  The one thing I noticed was that Gus never seemed to age and always 

bore the same resemblance to the neatly dressed young hobby shop owner that I had first met way back 

when.  He continued to have that twinkle in his eye and always ready to share a laugh. 

Through the years, I became acquainted with other members of the Freitag family, including his wonderful 

wife Rhoda, daughter Diane, and grandson Keith.  I was also fortunate, like many of you, to meet brother 

Gil, his wife Virginia and their son Gilbert.  Whether it was a birthday party, open house, anniversary or 

other event, the members of the extended Freitag family were always celebrating something and it was 

always a pleasure to be included. 

Along with many of you, I recently attended another Freitag event which was the celebration of the life of 

our friend, Gus Freitag.  While sad for those of us who knew Gus for a long time, the service also brought 
back wonderful memories and those are what I choose to remember today.   While our hobby has lost one of 
those very special individuals, all that have known Gus are better for that experience.      

The first structure Gus scratchbuilt    
Photo submitted by Virginia Freitag 
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     Upcoming Elections    By Rex Ritz 

Elections for the new year, which begins in September, are coming up soon in 
under five months. This is the close of the third term of the current officers/board of directors. 
Five positions are needed to operate the club. Bob Barnett will automatically transfer over as 
the Past President. A new President and Vice President are open. Dick will be running as 
Secretary/Treasurer. The Director at Large is also open. Please consider your name in the hat. 
You must have their verbal approval if you are nominating someone else. 
 
Let’s keep the high standard set by the board going forward.  Let me have any 
questions on duties of the officers.  I will shortly be appointing one or more 
assistants.  
 
Thank you, 
 
Rex Ritz 
Nominations Committee Chair 
 

Last month we mentioned finding a wiring error and how to find one as you make it.  If one 
develops later, there is a simple technique to help you visualize both sides (top and bottom) of 
the layout.  Get a large supply of colored push pins in the same colors as your bus wires.  
Using a different color push pin from these, mark the boundaries of your affected blocks / 
power districts / zones on the top of the railroad.  Using the colored pins of the same color as 
the bus wires, place the properly colored pin adjacent to the feeder connection to the rail.  The 
push pins give you a visual representation of the wiring underneath so that you can 
troubleshoot from above.  Take your time, make notes, and make a detailed drawing.  You will 
be able to “see” something from above that you won’t see from below.  Check that the light 
feeder wire connects to the light bus wire and the proper rail, and that the dark feeder wire 
connects to the dark bus wire and the proper rail.  Sometimes they get crossed!  Remember, 
the rail acts as a wire too, so you may have to disconnect something underneath, or cut a gap 
on top, to totally isolate the section you are investigating.  
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 REALISTIC OPERATIONS ON YOUR MODEL RAILROAD 31      By Al Partlow 

A recent article in Model Railroader Magazine on “Trackage Rights” serves as the basis for this installment 

of our operations series.  In this edition, we will not only discuss “trackage rights”, but also “haulage 

agreements” and “detour agreements”.  While we do not have to be concerned with all of the legal jargon 

associated with these agreements, they do provide a reason for railroad modelers to expand our single 

railroad operations to include other railroads on our layouts.  This in turn allows us to include the motive 

power and other equipment of the “foreign railroad” in our model railroad operations. 

“Trackage rights” have existed since early times in the railroad industry.  Since 1980, the Surface 

Transportation Board (STB) has had jurisdiction over these agreements between railroads.  Simply stated, 

these agreements allow one railroad to operate its trains over another railroad’s lines.  The “foreign road” 

pays the “home road” a fee to help cover track maintenance, dispatching, and various other expenses of 

“home road” operations.  The mutual benefit is that the “home road” earns additional revenue and the 

“foreign road” saves the cost of building and operating a separate line. 

While it is difficult for a railfan to tell if a train is operating under “trackage rights” or is simply a “home 

road” train with “foreign road” motive power in the consist, the use of a foreign road’s power does make for 

more interesting and colorful modeling possibilities in either case.  A good example of a trackage rights 

agreement in this area is the Kansas City Southern’s use of Union Pacific trackage through Houston for its 

trains moving from Beaumont to Rosenberg to reenter KCS trackage.  This arrangement is an “overhead 

trackage rights” agreement as the KCS may not originate or terminate traffic on UP points along this track 

segment.  Typically, the KCS operates their own motive power on these trains.  KCS crews must qualify to 

operate on these lines and operate under the UP Rulebook/Timetable while on duty. 

“Haulage Rights” are different altogether, as in these agreements the “home roads” employee protection is 

eliminated so they are no longer responsible for loss of work or jobs, where under “trackage rights” the 

“home road” employees can be entitled to up to six years pay.  The “foreign road” gets total control of the 

marketing function under this type of agreement, but does not have operating responsibility.  They are 

responsible for car supply and for all loss and damage claims.  The “home road” retains direct control over 

operations providing track, crews, dispatching, and sometimes motive power.  In return they receive a cents-

per unit mile fee for each car moved.  The rates or contracts entered into with shippers are not under STB 

jurisdiction and, as a result, financial terms are not public record.  Also, the shipper only has to negotiate 

with one carrier to secure a rate or contract. 

Perhaps the simplest railroad operating agreement in terms of interest and application to railroad modelers is 

that of the “detour route” agreement.  These agreements provide for one railroad to operate over the lines of 

another railroad when there is a reason to do so.  Reasons for detour movements include derailments, 

scheduled maintenance work, flooding, washouts, mudslides, forest fires, and other emergency situations.   

While the railroad industry has always been a competitive one, the railroads recognized early on that 

cooperation in times of crisis was in the best interest of all carriers concerned.  In 1905, the American 

Railway Association adopted a “Standard Form for Detour Agreement” which would govern railroad rights 

to operate over another railroad in an emergency situation.  While modified over the years, it remains a single 

double-sided legal page document that still controls most detour movements.   

The mechanics of these agreements is simple with the “foreign road” notifying the “home road” why it wants 

to use the “home roads” line(s) and what line(s) it wants to use.  The number of trains it wants to detour is 

also provided in addition to any other information the “home road” requires.   
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 REALISTIC OPERATIONS ON YOUR MODEL RAILROAD 31      By Al Partlow 

The “home road” can always decline the request, but this seldom happens as the reverse may occur in the 

future and could result in an unfavorable situation based on a past denial.  The “foreign road” usually 

provides crews and motive power, although the “home road” may require a “pilot” (engineer or conductor) 

who is familiar with the line and signal system for safety reasons.  For a long detour route, the “home road” 

may provide crews for the middle part of the route.  Helpers or locomotives with cab signals may also be 

provided as needed to move trains over the railroad. 

It is interesting to note that the “foreign road” assumes all risk and liability even if the “home road” is 

negligent or at fault in the event of an incident. 

Compensation is paid by the “foreign road” and, since 1978, has been at a rate of $9 per train mile plus any 

crew costs, fuel expenses, supplies, and repairs if the “home road” provides additional services.  While there 

have been attempts over the years to increase the rate, I have not been able to ascertain whether this has 

actually occurred.  If a detour situation involves a detour movement by an Amtrak train, the Rail Passenger 

Service Act only allows for the “home road” to charge incremental costs for handling the movement (no 

profit element allowed).  However, Amtrak must still use pilots or cab signal locomotives when necessary.  

For those of us who are interested in prototypical operations on our model railroads, these various types of 

agreements allow us to realistically represent what actually takes place on the railroad we are modeling.  

Regardless of era, these documents provide a basis for expanding beyond our single railroad motive power 

and other equipment to include other railroads that might enter into these agreements to move traffic over our 

lines.  Detour movements can include any other local railroads that need access to our railroad in the event of 

some kind of emergency.   

For more modern era modelers, trackage rights agreements are numerous due to all of the mergers and 

acquisitions over the last fifty years.  For example, after the UP-SP merger in 1996, the BNSF was granted 

trackage rights on numerous UP lines throughout Texas and Louisiana.  It is not unusual to see BNSF trains 

operating over various UP line segments in this part of the country on a daily basis.            

Modern era modelers can also utilize 

the numerous detour agreement 

movements that take place every year 

in the railroad industry.  Modeling 

these movements on our layouts is not 

only prototypical, but adds additional 

operating elements to our model 

railroads.  For example, there are 

currently extensive detour operations 

taking place in the Midwest United 

States due to the excessive flooding 

being experienced there.  

Regardless of the era you model, take 

advantage of these various agreements 

to create more varied and interesting 

train movements on your layout.  

Rock Island Detour Movement on T&NO at Hempstead 
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Saturday, April 6th, 2019, Club Member’s, David Shafer and Chuck Clark, set up the SJMRRC’s switching 
layout for the general public to operate at the Rosenberg Railroad Museum for the annual “Rail Days” 
extravaganza. 
 
Behind the museum, three railroads have trackage rights, (Kansas City Southern, Union Pacific, and the 
Burlington Northern / Santa Fe) and there was very heavy train traffic all day. There was one train I found 
very interesting. The train consisted  of old dilapidated box cars heading for the scrap yard on the KCS tracks.  
 
The morning of the festival at the museum looked like it would rain any minute, but after a very brief shower 
in the early afternoon, the clouds departed, and the day turned out to be a very nice with plenty of sunshine, 
although a very humid day— typical of the weather in Southeast Texas in early spring. 
 
The crowd that attended the museum was smaller than the crowd from last year, but there were enough 
attendees to keep David and me busy all day with the club’s switching layout during the festival. Here are a 
few photographs of the event.  

     Rail Days in Rosenberg        By Chuck Clark 

David Shafer gives instruction to one of the many young-
sters that operated  the club layout  

Double headed coal train on the BNSF tracks       
(when this train passed, the smell of coal filled the air) 

KCS train 

Santa Fe “War Bonnet” paint scheme  
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American Civil War Railroad Follow-on Series, Chapter 6:  Horse Power 

[Having enjoyed Steve Sandifer’s April club clinic presentation on poultry and fish cars, I decided to get a bit “animalistic” myself 

for this month’s installment of my Civil War Railroad series.  Thanks for the inspiration, Steve!] 

Logistics may not be the most interesting or exciting aspect of Civil War history but its importance cannot be 

denied or underestimated.  Distance, time, consumption, and transport capacity are the key elements making 

up military logistics strategy.  An army does not fight very well on an empty stomach!  Generals on both sides 

of the American Civil War had to carefully balance and manage these elements when planning and executing 

both offensive and defensive maneuvers and operations. 

Prior to 1830, everything that an army needed to perform had to be carried to the battlefield by “muscle 

power” – either by the soldiers themselves or via animal power - typically horse or mule.  [Horses were 

generally preferred as sometimes mules failed to perform their patriotic duties (HA!).]  The only exceptions to 

this rule was what could be scavenged from the local countryside and water.  According to a Combat Studies 

Institute document, there was plenty of historical empirical data available as to how far a certain specified 

army could go before needing to be resupplied.  Of course, the answer depended on how many animals were 

needed to pull wagons, and such to deliver those supplies.  Animals also needed to eat, whether they were 

pulling a wagon or not, so not only were they pulling provisions for the soldiers but also provisions that 

would allow them to survive.  With the advent of railroads prior to the American Civil War, military logistical 

tactics changed dramatically.  Armies could move further and faster via trains and armies could extend a 

much greater distance from a main supply base with supply coming mostly via “iron horse” locomotive 

power.  Troops arrived fresh and wounded soldiers could be transported to the rear areas for care and recovery 

faster and at much greater numbers.  During many battles and military campaigns waged during the war a 

supply train would park as close to the fighting as possible with horse-drawn wagons going back and forth to/

from “the front”. 

Figure 1 - Efficiency of trains over horse or mule-drawn wagons.  Fuel would be a comparison of animal food vs. wood fuel and water                    
for the iron horse.  A train could also travel 5 times faster. 

  American Civil War Railroad Follow-on Series   By Jeff Williams 
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While there were a number of steam locomotive configurations in existence in the 1860s, the 4-4-0 wood 

burner was the main workhorse.  Now, while the term “horsepower” was derived from the ability of a horse to 

pull a certain sized cart or wagon, in reality it applies to how much power an engine can generate. The new 

iron horses were not classified by the amount of horsepower they could generate.  Instead, steam locomotives 

were classified by their “traction effort”, which is the power that could be generated by the locomotive where 

wheels met rails.  Traction effort, important for overcoming both initial stiction to get the consist moving and 

rolling resistance at the desired consist speed, was critical in determining how many rail cars a locomotive 

could pull over a given section of rail, point-to-point.  Of course, there were many variables that went into 

determining a particular locomotive’s traction effort.  One of the most interesting variables was main driving 

wheel size.  Large, 80-inch diameter wheels were designed for speed, to support passenger transport, over 

largely level terrain; 50-inch diameter wheels were designed for switchers; and smaller 40-inch diameter 

wheels on gear-driven Shays were designed to provide maximum torque for steep grade operations.  Of 

course, in a wartime setting military personnel were forced to use whatever railroad equipment that was 

available and improvise accordingly. 

Unloaded, a 4-4-0 locomotive, configured for passenger operations, could hit 60 mph (40 mph with passenger 

cars attached).  However most Civil War rail cargo operations were planned at speeds around 15 mph and 

many military trains were loaded to overcapacity, often significantly so, resulting in significant wear and tear 

on locomotives, rolling stock and the track itself.  A typical 4-4-0 could pull approximately 410 tons of cargo 

and rail cars over level terrain at 15 mph.  At this speed and over good track (often the limiting factor on 

speed) this locomotive could pull approximately 20 loaded freight cars.  However, conditions were hardly 

ever ideal, especially in the theater of war, so most train consists were significantly shorter. 

Figure 2 – Period photograph of a typical Civil War-4-4-0 consist.  It was not unusual to have box cars, horse cars and passenger cars in the same 
consist, although it might have been a bit less malodorous to the people in the open window passenger car had they put it in front of the horse 
car, huh?  All kidding aside, often the passenger car was at the rear of the consist providing a “caboose-like function” with an individual on the 

back-observation platform watching for approaching trains from the rear. 

  American Civil War Railroad Follow-on Series   By Jeff Williams 
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Returning to our four-legged friends, despite the presence of railroads, horses were absolutely vital to military 

operations during the Civil War.  As previously noted, horses pulled supply wagons from parked supply trains 

to where the armies were stationed or fighting.  They also pulled artillery pieces from supply trains to the 

battle.  They provided mounts for the generals and other top military officials so that they could move around 

the battlefield to gather intelligence quickly.  They also provided mounts for scouts and entire cavalry 

regiments.  These cavalry regiments were absolutely crucial to the army as they performed scavenging, 

sabotage, intelligence, flanking, and post-fight enemy chase missions.  To be fair, cavalry regiments often 

operated somewhat independently from the main body of the army and therefore seldom used railroads for 

transport.  However, horses also provided another critical function – they supported key “load tests”.  After 

the retreating Confederates destroyed the railroad bridge over Potomac Creek it was rebuilt in just 9 days by 

the United States Military Rail Road.  However, prior to allowing trains to cross the bridge it had to be tested.  

A locomotive was pulled across this rickety bridge by a horse team to make sure it would not collapse under 

the load!  The test was successful.  Horses were indeed critical to military operations and needed to get to the 

various battlefields somehow.   

Figure 3 – Period photograph:  Lincoln's "Beanpole and Cornstalk" bridge over Potomac Creek on the Richmond, Fredericksburg and Potomac RR 
after being completely rebuilt in just 9 days by 120 soldiers of the USMRR.  A horse drawn train was pulled across the rapidly constructed bridge 

to make sure the new bridge could support the load as a test such that no human life would be in placed in jeopardy.  So why then are those guys 
standing on top of this train? 

Even in the 1860s, railroads had livestock cars for horses, cattle, mules, goats and sheep.  The most defining 

aspect of a typical livestock car was slatted side walls and even end walls for air circulation. 

Figure 4 - Model of an 1860's era Union Pacific horse car.  Note the capacity rating.  A full-grown horse weighs an average of 1,000 lbs.                
so they crammed 50 horses into this 36 ft horse car, right?  That I would like to see! 

  American Civil War Railroad Follow-on Series   By Jeff Williams 
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A properly configured horse rail car would have individual stalls for the horses to help support them so they 

don’t fall during transport and severely injure themselves.  It would also have food and water troughs for the 

animals.  They would also likely carry whatever veterinary supplies that were in existence and use at the time. 

Figure 5 - Period picture of horses being loaded onto a rail car in preparation for transport to Manassas Junction, VA                                          
during the First Battle of Bull Run. 

 

The reality was that proper horse cars were in limited supply.  In war time necessity is the mother of invention 

and armies used regular box cars to transport horses as well.  Doors would be cracked open to provide some 

limited air circulation and men often rode in these box cars along with the horses to calm them.  This worked 

adequately as long as the travel distance and time in route was not too great. 

Figure 6 – Period photograph of typical rolling stock available to Civil War armies.  Note the lack of horse cars in this yard.  Flat cars were used to 
transport artillery pieces and soldiers.  Box cars were used to carry everything from food to ammunition, medical supplies, men, and even horses. 

 

Passenger rail cars, if they were used at all, during an army campaign were limited to use by generals and 

other top military staff personnel.  The ordinary soldier had to get to battle however he could.  There are 

numerous Civil War train pictures of soldiers riding on top of the roofs of rail cars.  I guess, given the times, it 

was “pick your poison” – you could face your fate in battle or roll off the roof of a moving freight train! 

  American Civil War Railroad Follow-on Series   By Jeff Williams 
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Figure 7 – Period picture:  All loaded up!  Just a guess on my part but its possible that the left most rail car is an ammunition and/or food car as all 
the doors and windows are mostly closed (sparks from locomotive entering those openings could result in a very bad day!)  The next car could be 
a box car containing horses as the windows are open and there appears to be horse heads visible.  Note the main door is open for air circulation 
and there appears to be a soldier sitting in the opening (a possible leg is visible).  Note the artillery pieces and men sitting on the flat car to the 

right of the horse car.   

Figure 8 - An artillery battery being drawn by a 4-horse team (Note:  It often took a 6-horse team to get an artillery battery into proper position up 
on preferred, elevated ground.).  An artillery battery consisted of a wagon with an ammunition box, containing different kinds of shells, powder 
and fuses, and the cannon (weighing over 1000 lbs. by itself) attached to this wagon.  A single artillery regiment might consist of as many as 24 

artillery batteries.  That’s a lot of hardware and horses! 

 

Now, while I have kept this installment light and perhaps even a bit whimsical, Civil War battles and entire 

military campaigns were often won or lost based on how well the combatants could supply their armies in the 

field.  In later chapters in this series you will see how important logistics were to the Battle of Gettysburg and 

even to the final surrender at Appomattox Court House.   

During the American Civil War, while there was telegraph to somewhat aid in locomotive dispatching, most 

trains operated on fixed schedules over mostly single-track lines.  Train schedules became progressively less 

effective as the iron horses neared fighting areas.  In war zones trains often moved with no orders at all, 

driven by caution, courage and necessity.  Yet, despite these impediments, trains provided amazing feats of 

military and civilian transport during the most difficult of times and circumstances.  We need to tip our caps 

to those that kept the iron horses chugging on both sides of this terrible conflict and to the 4-legged horses as 

well. 

Sources: 

“Railroad Generalship:  Foundations of Civil War Strategy”, Combat Studies Institute. 
“Victory Rode the Rails:  The Strategic Place of the Railroads in the Civil War”, Bobbs-Merrill, 1953. 

  American Civil War Railroad Follow-on Series   By Jeff Williams 
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 Passenger Cars On the Kingsville Division Circa 1982        By David N. Currey 

When I hired out on the Kingsville Division of the Missouri Pacific Railroad in 1979, it had been 

over a decade since there had been any regular scheduled passenger service.  The Valley Eagle 

and the remnant of the Pioneer were both long gone.  That did not mean that passenger equipment 

never ran on the division, but it was relatively rare. 

 

The most commonly seen passenger car was an MP business car, possibly #3 or #8, painted in 

Jenks Blue, just like the MP passenger scheme before Amtrak took over.  I can't really remember 

for sure, but I think it was the same car every time, and assumed it was assigned to the Kingsville 

Division, or perhaps the MP's Southern District.  It was a regularly seen entity on the division, 

being pulled on the end of freight trains.  It wasn't just for the Kingsville superintendent, but at 

least once I saw it being utilized by the assistant superintendent.  

 

The business car was very smooth-riding and quiet compared to a noisy caboose.  I was on at least 

two trains when we had the business car in tow.  On one occasion, when I was the rear brakeman, 

we had it southbound out of Houston Settegast Yard, and it was unoccupied—probably being 

ferried to Corpus Christi for use by the superintendent.  A caboose, where I was riding, was 

trailing the car.  I boarded the caboose at the Settegast south crew shack as the train left the yard, 

and the first thing I did was check the air pressure.  It was at about 80 psi, which indicated a good 

train line.  I noticed some slack as we crossed the SP underneath the Englewood Yard hump, but 

didn't think much of it.   

 

At New South Yard, the engineer contacted me by radio, probably because he had never heard me 

announce when the brakes were kicking off, which I had never heard even once as we went across 

town.  He asked me how much air I had, and it was still at 80.  He then made a 5 pound reduction, 

and I informed him that nothing was happening on the caboose;  the air remained at 80.  I checked 

the business car, and the brakes were not setting up on it either.  That's probably why I felt a little 

slack now and then. 

 

A carman was called out of Settegast, and he determined that there was a blockage in the business 

car's train line.  We set the car out at South Yard, after this at least 30 minute delay, and then went 

on our merry way.  Later, I found out that the carman at Settegast was fired for doing an improper 

air test. 

 

Another incident with the business car occurred in Angleton as we were headed northbound to 

Houston.  The assistant superintendent was aboard the car, with his wife and kids.  We had been 

having a less than stirling run with numerous delays caused by rail traffic congestion.  The 

assistant superintendent was rather fuming, and when he found out in Angleton that there would 

be further delays getting over the ATSF between Algoa and Houston, he blew his stack, 

disembarked his family from the business car, and took a rented automobile into Houston. 
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 Passenger Cars On the Kingsville Division Circa 1982        By David N. Currey 

I'm glad I didn't do what the conductor had suggested when we boarded our train in Vanderbilt.  

He suggested I should ask the assistant superintendent if I could ride in the business car.  I figured 

the conductor was joking, and I also thought that riding in the business car wouldn't meet the 

requirements that the rear end crew ride in the caboose on the rear of the train, with a bay window 

or cupola for the crew members to watch the train ahead on curves.  Also, my modus operandi 

was to keep a low profile, because if they don't know your name, they can't want to fire you. 

 

That wasn't the only passenger equipment that went over the line.  The railroad had an old 

streamlined baggage car fixed up as an air brake education car.  It would be spotted at various 

stations around the railroad, where trainmen could partake of its educational facilities.  I believe 

that if you took the “course” offered by the car, you would be certified somehow in air brake 

equipment.  I never managed to make use of the car, because everytime I saw it, it was in 

Angleton and I was on a road freight.  The car was painted up handsomely in Jenks Blue. 

 

One time, we had a special passenger train on the division.  It was a Union Pacific inspection 

train, and UP officials were touring the MP property prior to the upcoming merger.  The division 

really spruced things up, and put silver paint on everthing that was not growing, and probably on 

some of that as well.  It would have been nice if I had been selected as one of the brakeman on the 

run, but I'm sure that went to somebody with quite a few whiskers, as did the engineer's position 

on the train.  Unfortunately, I was off duty in Houston when the train came through, so I missed 

seeing it. 

 

My most memorable interaction with passenger equipment occurred one fine day when I was 

working one of the Angleton traveling switchers.  Five Budd-built streamlined passenger cars 

came through town destined for Mexico.  I don't remember the car types, but they were all painted 

a sandy tan color, with no shiny metal showing, and were as far as I could tell unlettered.  They 

must have had car numbers somewhere on them, though.  We had to transfer them onto another 

track and onto the rear end of a train.  I was rear brakeman on the yard job, and I could have easily 

just walked the cars to a joint, but I figured this might be my only chance to work with such 

passenger equipment (which turned out to be the case), so I stepped up on the leading stirrup of 

the car as it came towards me, and rode it a few car lengths to the joint.  I was really amazed at 

how smoothly and quiet those cars rolled. 

 

The aforementioned incidents were the only times I ever worked on or with any passenger 

equipment during my time with the railroad.  Time to tie this one up. 
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 Operations on the Mystic Branch — Part Five    By Gene Mangum 

As mentioned in Part One, in this series of articles I will discuss operations on the Mystic Branch. In Part 

One I discussed the basic operational assumptions for the Branch. To reiterate, there are four freight trains, 

three “yard jobs” and two passenger trains per operating session. In Parts Two and Three of this series, the 

first two movements - the SATKVT freight and Yard Job 1 were described. SATKVT (San Antonio, TX – 

Kerrville TX) brings the freight cars for Kerrville, Mystic and Val Verde on to the branch from San Antonio. 

Yard Job 1 is responsible for sorting the cars for the Val Verde and Mystic “turns” and any cars bound for 

the un-modeled rail served customers in Kerrville.  

Parts Four and Five of this series describe and show some illustrations for the next two movements – the 

VVT and Yard Job 2. The VVT (Val Verde Turn) brings all of the cars destined for Val Verde into the 

passing siding in Val Verde using the SD and crew used for SATKVT. It then delivers all cars to the Val 

Verde rail served customers and picks up all outbound cars and returns to the main track in Kerrville. Yard 

Job 2 then sorts all outbound loads and empties from the VVT. In Part Four we discussed the first portion 

of the VVT; the remainder of the VVT and Yard Job 2 are discussed here, in Part Five. 

Val  Verde Turn –  Part  Two  
In the last movement of Part Four, SP 464302, SP 464000, and SP 464146 had just been spotted on the 

outside track. The Rear Brakeman uncoupled SP 464146 from SD-7 # 1427, the Engineer pulled forward 

slowly, and the Rear Brakeman set the Hand Brakes on all of the hoppers. So now to the present. As the 

Head Brakeman protects the depot parking lot grade crossing, the Engineer sounds three short blasts and 

slowly backs out of Valley Aggregates. Once past the Valley Aggregates switch, the Rear Brakeman sets the 

switch for the inside track. Both Brakemen mount the engine and The Engineer continues to back 1427 down 

the lead. Once past the Team Track switch, the Rear Brakeman dismounts and lines the switch for the Team 

Track. The Engineer signals for the grade crossing leading to the Val Verde Fuel Terminal and Campbell 

Supply Company and stops just past the West Passing Siding switch. The Head Brakeman lines the switch 

for the Passing Siding and the Engineer pulls 1427 on to the Passing Siding, signals for the grade crossing, 

and couples on to GATX 52608. The Rear Brakeman connects the air hoses and walks over to the Team 

Track. See Figure 1. 

Figure 1 – 1427 picks up remaining aggregate hoppers, tank car, and flat car 
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After sounding two short blasts on the train horn, the Engineer releases the brake, adds throttle and pulls the 

cut of cars down the Passing track. The Engineer signals for the grade crossing and as the cut of cars clears 

the West Passing Siding switch, the Head Brakeman radios the Engineer. The Engineer sounds two short 

blasts, throttles back, adds brake, and brings 1427 to a stop. The Head Brakeman lines the switch for the 

Main and locks it. The Engineer then sounds three short blasts on the train horn and pushes the cut of cars 

down the Main, on to the North Lead, and then on to the Team Track. As flat car SP 30259 nears the depot 

platform, the Engineer starts the bell to alert anyone on the platform near the Team Track. The Rear 

Brakeman talks to the Engineer as the coupling is made between SP 30259 and C&O 998755. The Rear 

Brakeman uncouples SP 30259 from aggregate hopper, SP 465744. See Figure 2. 

The Engineer sounds two short blasts on the train horn and pulls the remainder of the cut off of the Team 

Track and stops just beyond the Team Track Switch. The Rear Brakeman lines the switch for the North Lead 

and The Engineer slowly backs the cut until GATX 52608 is clear of the lead switch. The Head Brakeman 

then uncouples the tank from aggregate hopper, GVSR 637705. See Figure 3. 

The Engineer, after sounding two short blasts, moves the tank so that it clears the lead switch. The Head 

Brakeman lines the switch for the Main. Then the Engineer sounds three short blasts and pushes GATX 

52608 down the Main, starts the bell, and couples on to aggregate hopper, SP 465740. See Figure 4. 

Figure 2 – SP 30259 on Val Verde Team Track 

Figure 3 – GATX 52608 uncoupled and ready to move 

Figure 4 – GATX 52608 added to outbound cut on Main 
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The Engineer then moves the cut until the tank car is level with the depot platform. The Head Brakeman then 

uncouples the tank from 1427. The Rear Brakeman protects the grade crossing and after sounding three 

blasts on the train horn, the Engineer moves 1427 down the main to clear the lead switch. The Rear 

Brakeman lines the switch for the Lead. The Engineer moves 1427 down the lead and couples on to 

aggregate hopper, GVSR 637705. See Figure 5. 

Then, with the Head Brakeman protecting the grade crossing into the depot parking lot the Engineer slowly 

backs the cut of empty aggregate hoppers: SP 465744, SP 464178, and GVSR 637705 into Valley 

Aggregates and couples to the remaining three loaded aggregate hoppers: SP 465548, SP 465599, and SP 

464837. Once coupled, the Head Brakeman mounts the last loaded aggregate hopper, the Engineer sounds 

two short blasts, and proceeds down the North Lead. See Figure 6. 

 

With the Rear Brakeman protecting the grade crossing leading to the Val Verde Fuel Terminal and Campbell 

Supply Company, the Engineer pulls 1427 down the North Lead and on to the Main. Once the last loaded 

hopper is clear of the lead switch, the Engineer stops the cut of cars. The Head Brakeman lines the lead 

switch for the Main and the Engineer slowly shoves the cut of cars down the Main and couples the last 

loaded aggregate hopper to the tank car, GATX 52608. Then starting the bell, the Engineer sounds three 

short blasts and moves the cut until the last of the three loaded hoppers is level with the depot. (The 

Conductor checks the pickup of SP 465548, SP 465599, and SP 464837 and moves the car cards for the 

three loaded hoppers to the Main Track box.) See Figure 7. 

Figure 5 – 1427 couples to cut of aggregate hop-

Figure 6 – 1427 picks up the remaining loaded aggregate 

Figure 7 – Last three loaded hoppers spotted on Main 
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The Head Brakeman then uncouples SP 465548 from 

SP 465744 and signals the Engineer. While the Rear 

Brakeman protects the grade crossing leading to the 

Val Verde Fuel Terminal and Campbell Supply 

Company, the Engineer sounds two short blasts and 

moves down the Main until SP 465744 is clear of the 

lead switch. The Rear Brakeman lines the switch for 

the lead and mounts SP 465744. Then, with the Head 

Brakeman protecting the grade crossing into the depot 

parking lot the Engineer slowly shoves the cut of 

empty aggregate hoppers into Valley Aggregates. See 

Figure 8. 

 

SP 465744, SP 464178, and GVSR 637705 are spotted on the inside track, the Rear Brakeman uncouples 

GVSR 637705 from 1427, the Engineer pulls back slowly, and the Rear Brakeman sets the Hand Brakes on 

all of the hoppers. (Then, the Conductor checks off the three set outs, adds CAR BEING LOADED/

UNLOADED DO NOT MOVE instructions in the car cards for SP 465744, SP 464178, and GVSR 637705, 

and places the cards in the Valley Aggregates card box.) As the Head Brakeman protects the depot parking 

lot grade crossing, the Engineer sounds three short blasts and slowly backs out of Valley Aggregates. Once 

past the grade crossing, the Rear Brakeman closes and 

locks the gate to Valley Aggregates. Both Brakemen 

mount the engine and The Engineer continues to back 

1427 down the lead. Once past the Team Track 

switch, the Rear Brakeman dismounts and lines the 

switch for the Team Track. The Engineer then 

reverses 1427, starts the bell, moves down the Team 

Track, and couples to flat car, 30259. The Head 

Brakeman couples the air hoses, and the Engineer 

sounds two short blasts on the train horn and pulls the 

two cars from the Team Track. See Figure 9. 

 

The Engineer signals for the grade crossing leading to the Val Verde Fuel Terminal and Campbell Supply 

Company and stops the cut just past the North Lead switch. The Head Brakeman lines the switch for the 

Main and the Engineer pushes the cut down the Main 

and couples C&O 998755 to the first loaded aggregate 

hopper, SP 465548. The Engineer starts the bell and 

slowly pushes the full cut until C&O 998755 is level 

with the depot platform. See Figure 10. (Meanwhile, the 

Conductor checks that C&O 998775 has been picked up 

on the Switch List and moves the car card to the Val 

Verde Main Track card box.) 

 

Figure 8 – 1427 delivers last cut of unloaded aggregate hoppers 
to Valley Aggregates 

Figure 9– 1427 pulls cars from Team Track 

Figure 10 – C&O 998755 coupled to main cut of cars. 
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The Rear Brakeman uncouples SP 30259 from C&O 

998755. The Engineer sounds two short blasts and 

moves 1427 down the Main and signals for the grade 

crossing. He stops 1427 just past the North Lead 

switch. The Head Brakeman lines the switch and the 

Engineer backs 1427 and SP 30259 down the lead and 

onto the Team Track. As SP 30259 approaches the 

depot platform, the Engineer starts the bell. The 

engineer stops 1427 and the Rear Brakeman uncouples 

the flat and sets the hand brake. See Figure 11. 

The Engineer sounds three short blasts and reverses 

1427 down the Team Track. As 1427 clears the Team 

Track Switch, the Rear Brakeman lines the switch for 

the North Lead. The Engineer signals for the grade 

crossing and stops 1427 just past the North Lead 

switch. The Head Brakeman lines the switch for the 

Main and the Engineer pulls 1427 down the Main and 

couples to C&O 998755. See Figure 12. 

 

The Head Brakeman connects the air hoses; then he and the Rear Brakeman begin a 

walking inspection of the train. (Meanwhile, the Conductor checks off the delivery 

of SP 30259 to the Team Track on the Switch List. He adds a CAR BEING 

LOADED/UNLOADED DO NOT MOVE instruction to the car card for SP 30259 

and puts the card in the Val Verde Team Track card box.) See Figure 13 for a photo 

of the completed Switch List. 

 

 

 

The Conductor checks in with the Station Agent and walks back to the caboose. Once the crew is all aboard, 

the Conductor radios the Engineer that the train is ready to depart. The Engineer completes the air brake test, 

starts the bell, sounds two short blasts on the train horn and slowly accelerates EXTRA 1427 WEST out of 

Val Verde. The time is 11:30 AM. The Engineer sets the throttle for a speed of 25 mph, and approximately 

one hour later, EXTRA 1427 WEST arrives in the Kerrville yard. The Engineer throttles back to yard speed 

as the train comes in on the Kerrville Yard Main and starts the bell to warn anyone on the Kerrville station 

platform. The Engineer prepares to stop EXTRA 1427 WEST by adding brake and throttling back to idle. 

Two short blasts on the train horn and the Engineer stops the train as the caboose clears the yard lead switch. 

The time is 12:35 PM. See Figures 14 and 15. 

Figure 11 - SP 30259 spotted on Val Verde Team Track 

Figure 12 – 1427 coupled to train 

Figure 13 – Completed Switch List 
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Since the cut of cars that make up the Mystic Turn are occupying the Kerrville Passing Track, Engine 1427 

has to wait to “escape” until the Yard Crew have finished switching the cars from the Val Verde Turn. 

However for all intents and purposes, EXTRA 1427 WEST (VVT) is complete. (The Conductor turns in his 

paperwork to the Kerrville Agent and puts the car cards from the VVT in the Kerrville Main card box.) The 

crew can go off duty as the Mystic Turn Engine Crew can move 1427 as required. 

Yard Job 2  
The purpose of Yard Job 2 is to sort the cars from the VVT. Essentially, the loaded aggregate hoppers are 

set out for TxDOT on Track 5. The other cars are 

temporarily set out on Track 4; they will be further 

sorted later. First, the Kerrville Yard Crew lines the 

switches so that the Yard Switcher, MP-15AC # 

2745, can move up the yard ladder and couple to 

the caboose. Meanwhile, the Mystic Turn Engine 

Crew has taken over 1427. The Head Brakeman 

uncouples the engine from the first car and the 

Engineer moves 1427 ahead several feet. The crew 

on 2745 then couples to the caboose. See Figure 16. 

 

2745 then reverses, and after sounding two blasts on the train horn pulls the caboose and eight freight cars 

clear of the Main Ladder Switch. See Figure 17. 

Figure 14 – EXTRA 1427 WEST enters the Kerrville Yard Figure 15 – EXTRA 1427 WEST stops on the Kerrville Main  

Figure 16 – 2745 couples to caboose 

Figure 17 – VVT cut of cars ready for setting out 
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The yard crew sets the Main switch for the 

ladder and the Engineer of 2745 then 

sounds three short blasts on the train horn 

and pushes the cut down the ladder. 

Meanwhile one of the Yard Crew lines the 

Track 4 switch for Track 4. 2745 spots 

C&O 998755 on Track 4. One of the crew 

members sets the handbrake. See Figure 18. 

(The Conductor adds a CAR ON HOLD 

MAY BE MOVED AND RESPOTTED 

instruction card to the car card for C&O 

998755 and puts the card in the Kerrville 

Track 4 card box.)  

 

 

The Engineer on 2745 then sounds two 

short blasts on the train horn and pulls the 

remaining cut forward until the last 

aggregate hopper is clear of the Track 4 

switch. One of the crew members lines the 

Track 4 and the Track 5 switches for the 

ladder. The Engineer on 2745 then sounds 

three short blasts on the train horn and 

pushes the cut onto Track 5. The last three 

loaded hoppers: SP 464837, SP 465599,  

and SP 465548 are uncoupled and 

temporarily spotted. See Figure 19. 

 

 

The Engineer on 2745 then sounds two 

short blasts on the train horn and pulls the 

remaining cut forward until the tank car is 

clear of the Track 4 switch. One of the crew 

members lines the Track 4 switch for Track 

4. The Engineer on 2745 then sounds three 

short blasts on the train horn and pushes the 

cut onto Track 4 and uncouples GATX 

52608. One of the crew members sets the 

handbrake. See Figure 20. (The Conductor 

adds a CAR ON HOLD MAY BE MOVED 

AND RESPOTTED instruction card to the 

car card for GATX 52608 and puts the card 

in the Kerrville Track 4 card box.) 

Figure 18 – C&O 998755 spotted on Track 4 

Figure 19 – Three loaded aggregate hoppers temporarily spotted on Track 5 

Figure 20 – GATX 52608 temporarily spotted on Track 4 
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The Engineer on 2745 then sounds two short blasts on the train horn and pulls the remaining cut forward 

until the last aggregate hopper is clear of the Track 4 switch. One of the crew members lines the Track 4 and 

the Track 5 switches for the ladder. The Engineer 

on 2745 then sounds three short blasts on the 

train horn and pushes the cut onto Track 5. The 

remaining three loaded hoppers, SP 466307, SP 

464599, and SP 465740 are coupled to the first 

three loaded hoppers. One of the yard crew 

members connects the air hoses and the Engineer 

shoves all six loaded hoppers into the TxDOT 

receiving yard. (Actually, the TxDOT yard is an 

un-modeled rail served customer, so the cars are 

just spotted at the end of Track 5.) One of the 

crew members sets the handbrakes on all of the 

hoppers. See Figure 21.   

Meanwhile, the Engineer for the Mystic Turn 

sounds two short blasts on the train horn and 

moves 1427 up the Main and stops just clear of 

the Main switch. One of the yard crew lines the 

switch for the ladder and the Passing Track 

switch for the passing track. The Engineer sounds 

three short blasts and backs 1427 down the ladder 

onto the Passing track and couples to the Mystic 

Turn cut of cars. The Head Brakeman connects 

the air hoses. The Mystic Turn is now ready. See 

Figure 22. 

(The Yardmaster moves all of the car cards for the loaded aggregate hoppers, SP 466307, SP 464599, SP 

465740, SP 464837, SP 465599, and SP 465548 into the car card box for Track 5. He then adds a CAR 

BEING LOADED/UNLOADED DO NOT MOVE instruction card to the front of the box.) One of the yard 

crew members then lines all of the Ladder 

switches for the ladder. The Engineer on 2745 

sounds two short blasts and moves the 

locomotive and the empty caboose up the ladder. 

When the caboose is clear of the Track 3 switch, 

the Engineer stops 2745. The yard crew member 

lines the Track 3 switch for Track 3 and the 

Engineer sounds three short blasts and backs 

2745 and the caboose down Track 3 until 2745 is 

clear and then stops 2745. Yard Job 2 is now 

complete. See Figure 23. 

The Kerrville Yard is now ready for the arrival of the daily passenger train, PS_SATKVT. The time is 1:10 

PM. 

Well, this concludes this operating session on the Mystic Branch. In the next installment the daily Passenger 

Trains and part of the Mystic Turn will be featured. See you next month! 

Figure 21 – All loaded aggregate hoppers spotted on Track 5  

Figure 22 – Mystic Turn ready for departure 

Figure 23 – Engine 2745 and empty caboose SP 4759 on Track 3 
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     April 2019 Minutes       By Richard Louvet 

President Bob Barnett called the meeting to order at 

6:58pm.  

 

There were four visitors. 

 

David Currey thanked Virginia Freitag and Steve 

Sandifer for punch and cookies. 

 

He introduced Steve for a clinic entitled “Shipping 

Livestock that Doesn’t Baa, Moo, Neigh or Oink”. 

The presentation covered the history of poultry and 

fish cars. 

 

Treasurer’s Report 

The January minutes were accepted as published. 

 

The March bank balance was $18,108.89. Income for 

the month included $100 from the club table at the 

Train Show. Expenses were $181 for postcard 

reminders for the GHTS. 

 

Our federal tax rate increased from 10% to 21%. I 

looked again at applying for a 501(c) exemption. We 

do not qualify because we do not rely on donations 

(501(c)3) or dues (501(c)7). 

 

Greater Houston Train Show 

Robert Ashcraft said the vendors were very pleased 

with the show. 

 

Lone Star Region/ Division 8 

Visit http://www.texasgulfdivision.org/ for clinic 

information.  

 

Jim Lemmond said that JayC. Williams’ principal is 

moving on. Hopefully this will not affect the schools 

support for the LSR youth awards. This year’s LSR 

convention is up to 105 registrations. An 

organizational meeting was held last month for next 

year’s LSR convention/Train Show. 

 

Website 

Our web server account is up for renewal in April. 

 

Derail 

Please submit copy to both Terri and Bob Sabol. 

Old Business 

With Gus Freitag’ death, we have lost the last 

founding member of the club. Virginia Freitag 

expressed thanks for the overwhelming support 

expressed at Gus’s funeral. Bob Sabol is working on 

a tribute in the next Derail. It was moved (Chuck 

Lind) and seconded (Denny McGonigle) to donate 

$100 to the USS Alabama in Gus Freitag’s name. 

Motion passed on a voice vote. 

 

The motion to donate to the NMRA tabled at the last 

meeting was brought back and amended to donate 

$300 to the Diamond Club (digitizing NMRA 

library). The amendment was moved (Randall 

Wilson) and seconded (Chuck Lind). The motion 

passed on a voice vote. 

 

New Business 

The Rosenberg Railfest 2019 will be held on 

April 6 th, 2019 10am to 5pm. $8 general 

admission for everyone 2yrs and up. Under 

2yrs old free. The club will have the switching layout 

there.  

 

See http://www.rosenbergrrmuseum.org/railfest for 

details. 

 

The Social Media Committee has changed its name 

to the Membership Committee to better reflect its 

mission. Interested members are invited to attend the 

regular 6pm meeting before each regular club 

meeting. 

 

Rex Ritz reminded the membership of the upcoming 

September elections. The positions of President, 

Vice-President and Director-at-Large are open. 

 

The meeting was adjourned at 8:37. 

 

Respectively submitted, 

 

Dick Louvet 

Secretary/Treasurer  

http://www.texasgulfdivision.org/
http://www.rosenbergrrmuseum.org/railfest
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Officers 

Derail Staff 

San Jac RR Club Meetings take place the 

first Tuesday of each month at 7pm 
 

Bayland Community Center    

6400 Bissonnet St. Houston, TX 
 

Click here for directions 

Visitors are always welcome! 

Conductor: Bob Sabol 

bsabol@stillmeadow.com 

 

Engineer: Terri Brogoitti 

tbrogoitti@stillmeadow.com 

 

Brakemen:  

Mark Couvillion    

 (mark_couvillion@hotmail.com)  

David N. Currey  

 (texasandlouisiana@msn.com) 

Don Formanek  (locogeared@gmail.com) 

Brian Jansky (brianj844@gmail.com) 

Pete Leach (pleachtx55@gmail.com) 

Richard Louvet (rlouvet@att.net) 

Gene Mangum (semangum@windstream.net) 

Al Partlow (alswitch@aol.com) 

JayC. Williams (jaycello@yahoo.com) 

Jeff Williams (mellowmiata@hotmail.com) 

 

 Video Corner 

 

NKP 765:                  
Stretching Her Legs to Leipsic     

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oQEeVEMNVP8  

www.sanjacmodeltrains.org  
Webmaster: Brian Jansky  

The Derail — May 2019 

President: Robert (Bob) Barnett  MMR 

rbarnett@ljaengineering.com  

Vice-President: David N. Currey 

texasandlouisiana@msn.com 

Secretary/Treasurer: Richard (Dick) Louvet  

rlouvet@att.net 

Director at Large:  Chuck Lind MMR 

chucklind46@gmail.com 

Past President: Rex Ritz icrex@yahoo.com  

Next Meeting 

TUESDAY, MAY 7 

 

 

“Tabletop Games With a Train Theme ” 

by  

Rick Jones 

 
Refreshments:  

Virginia Freitag  (drinks) 

Mark Couvillion (cookies) 

http://maps.google.com/maps?q=Bayland+Community+Center+6400+Bissonnet+St.+Houston,Tx&oe=utf-8&rls=org.mozilla:en-US:official&client=firefox-a&um=1&ie=UTF-8&sa=N&hl=en&tab=wl
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oQEeVEMNVP8
http://www.sanjacmodeltrains.org/

